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Maeve Kelly (b.1930) is an important but much under-appreciated 
female Irish writer –a novelist, short story writer, and poet. Her debut 
proper can be traced back to 1976, with her collection of short stories 
entitled A Life of Her Own, published by Poolbeg Press in Dublin.1 
It was later expanded from thirteen to twenty stories and launched in 
1990 as Orange Horses. In 2016, Tramp Press in Dublin re-issued these 
stories in a new volume as part of their Recovered Voices series, making 
it third time round for most of these stories to be presented to the 
public. The Recovered Voices series re-introduces Irish writers, so far 
exclusively women, thought to be under-appreciated or less well-known 
than they ought to be by the reading public.2 Maeve Kelly certainly 
qualifies in that category. Despite the multiple release of her stories, her 
profile remains relatively low, or, as a recent researcher puts it, ‘largely 
unexplored’, even ‘quite forgotten until the recent re-printing of her 
Orange Horses’.3 
Most of the stories in Orange Horses address issues concerned 
with women’s unspoken secondary status in Irish life –perhaps it was 
an area of inquiry which didn’t always excite the reviewers. Simon 
Workman, in his introduction to the recent edition, shines light on how 
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the reception of Maeve Kelly’s book was inhibited by what amounted to 
a kind of sexist discrimination, or, as he terms it, ‘the subtle bias evident 
among some reviewers who tended to read women’s books in terms 
of the gender of the author.’ 4 One outstanding example he provides is 
from a certain JB Kilfeather who wrote a review in 1977: ‘Women do 
not have an easy time in Ireland but this writer is surely piling on the 
agony… Maeve Kelly does rather much go on about it’, ‘it’ being, if I 
may extrapolate, the hard time Irish women face in a patriarchal society 
traditionally hostile to women’s freedom of action.5
It would be difficult for JB Kilfeather or anyone to get away with 
such a dismissal nowadays. The sexism he shows and the apparent 
blindness to the importance of women’s issues would be pounced upon 
immediately. Awareness of such language and behaviour, which might 
be described as a kind of power harassment, is now very high, especially 
in the era of the ‘Me Too’ movement. This reviewer, however, isn’t just 
wrong because of his stance, he is also wrong because of the implication 
that Kelly’s stories lack literary sophistication and richness, that they are 
essentially didactic. This is unfortunate because Maeve Kelly’s stories 
are indeed sophisticated; they are layered, resonant, and rich in physical 
and psychological detail, enough to satisfy any reader who loves 
literature with a capital L. They do of course touch upon many issues 
which affect women’s happiness and well-being within a society which 
discriminates against them, but Kelly’s stories are never simple didactic 
vehicles of social complaint.
Superficially, it is easy to see how Maeve Kelly’s stories might 
be perceived as feminist propaganda. Her activism, as a co-founder of 
a refuge for women suffering domestic abuse in the 1970s, might be 
cited as an indication that her creative writings ultimately function as a 
way to deliver a message. Her 1993 Alice in Thunderland, a Feminist 
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Fairytale might seem to confirm this, that her writing merely seeks to 
raise consciousness on the topic of women’s subjugation by men. Yet, 
political or social activism by writers has a long history, from Jonathan 
Swift to Victor Hugo to Maya Angelou. The critical opinion voiced in 
The Field Day Anthology of Irish Writing (Vol. V) furthers the accusation 
of didacticism. Following a standard condensed bio and a few sensitive 
comments about Kelly’s literary sophistication, the critic prefaces an 
extract from her 1985 novel Necessary Treasons thus: ‘The plot is not 
original but Kelly employs it sensitively and intelligently to highlight 
a feminist issue close to her heart and currently thriving throughout 
Ireland –domestic violence.’ 6 This is simply a delicate-sounding re-
statement of Kilfeather’s view, quoted above. Let’s look at this with a 
little context applied.
Joyce’s Dubliners certainly highlights many social ills in turn-
of-the-century Dublin and Ireland, and many which concern the status 
of women, but no-one would ever suggest such was the book’s raison 
d’etre, despite Joyce’s barbed comment about hoping that Irish people, 
by reading his book, could have ‘one good look at themselves in my 
nicely polished looking-glass.’ 7 Another contrast can be made with the 
reception of a book by one of Maeve Kelly’s Irish male contemporaries, 
Roddy Doyle. His 1997 novel The Woman Who Walked into Doors 
garnered rave reviews for its highlighting of domestic violence, but it 
was also highly praised for its literary style. Mary Gordon, writing in 
the New York Times Book Review wrote: ‘It is the triumph of this novel 
that Doyle –entirely without condescension– shows the inner life of 
this battered housewife to be the same stuff as that of the heroes of the 
great novels of Europe.’ 8 There is nothing in this review about Doyle 
‘piling on the agony’: his work is received as literature with a capital L. 
Whether or not Maeve Kelly’s novel possesses literary sophistication 
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to compete with Doyle, or with Joyce, is not quite the point. Rather, it 
is that Kelly’s writing has effectively been pigeon-holed by critics and 
reviewers as a vehicle designed to highlight an important social problem 
rather than as a literary experience per se. This way of describing 
Maeve Kelly’s writing is common and has no doubt influenced general 
reception, and shaped prospective readers’ expectations.
For the record, my own opinion of Kelly’s novel, Necessary 
Treasons, differs considerably from the impression given by the 
Field Day critic cited above. Certainly, Maeve Kelly highlights the 
issue of domestic violence and the iniquity of a social system which 
disadvantages women, but she does so without abandoning the precepts 
of good storytelling. The story develops organically and Kelly’s 
attention to the details of the various scenes imbues her fictional world 
with plausibility and  richness. The characters in her novel are not two-
dimensional: they are lively, spirited, never entirely predictable, and 
drawn with compelling psychological authenticity. A good example of 
this is provided by the middle-aged female doctor called Eleanor. She 
clearly possesses feminist inclinations, and her view of Irish society 
as iniquitous and oppressive to women is regularly confirmed by the 
patients she receives in her clinics, women who suffer injuries, both 
physical and psychological, due to abuse from their husbands. Yet, her 
behaviour involves the kind of contradictions which make a character in 
any book more than a ventriloquist’s dummy of the author. For example, 
she finds herself attracted to a man, Adrian, a poet, who seems to show 
little sympathy for women suffering abuse. At one point, they have 
a fully-fledged stand-up row about this topic which exposes many of 
the underlying prejudices some Irish men harbour about their female 
counterparts. And yet, later on the same day, they fall into bed together. 
Eleanor is clearly torn by feelings of sexual, human attraction, and 
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affection, on the one hand, and an intellectual disgust at Adrian’s attitude 
on the other. Their badinage throughout the text is lively, entertaining 
and dramatically purposeful, as it makes them jump off the page. Her 
situation is further complicated by having survived a disastrous marriage 
many years before, making her wary of any further encounters with 
men. Her eventual marriage to Adrian is not a disavowal of her beliefs, 
but an indication that her feelings for him outweigh her intellectual 
misgivings, and perhaps that Adrian is less obtuse than his spoken words 
have sometimes suggested him to be. Their situation certainly indicates 
that the author is not in the business of creating two-dimensional 
puppets for her narrative: it is all too humanly messy. Eleanor’s anguish 
is also reflected in the situation of the main protagonist, Eve, who has 
emotionally entangled herself with a man who views her actions to 
help abused women as increasingly problematic. Their relationship 
is told with great attention to psychological detail, so when eventual 
rupture comes, it has emotional as well as dramatic force. The Field 
Day reviewer presents a highly reductive reading of what is actually a 
very compelling, engaging and sophisticated narrative. That the novel 
also raises the issue of women’s enforced social inferiority is something 
to be celebrated, not criticized. Maeve Kelly does what countless good 
writers have done throughout the history of literature: she seeks to 
expose social iniquity without writing a diatribe.
The tendency by critics and reviewers to foreground the social 
awareness of Maeve Kelly’s writings over its worth as literature is 
evident even on the cover of the recent Tramp Press edition, even if 
this is now seen as a positive thing: ‘The ferocious stories that make 
up Orange Horses… richly illustrate the plight of marginalised women 
in contemporary society.’ They do indeed, but as I hope to argue, they 
don’t only do that. Furthermore, the lead blurb on the back cover is 
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culled from a 2015 article by writer Elske Rahill which, if read in toto, 
praises the social importance of Kelly as a voice in Irish society but 
quite bluntly dismisses whatever claims she might have on literary 
sophistication: 
‘The stories in Orange Horses are at times baldly polemical, 
and there is more than a hint that the characters are acting as 
mouthpieces, espousing the liberal feminist agenda primarily 
driving the women’s movement at the time…’ 9 
Rahill, who at one point says flatly that ‘a touch of the soapbox is 
perhaps the price of integrity’ continues: 
‘Occasionally, the social commentary is uncomfortably direct, 
with characters engaging in slightly unnatural over-explanations of 
the patrilineal systems that disenfranchise and trap both men and 
women…’ 
Whether Rahill’s comments are accurate or not, it seems that Tramp 
Press must have found it difficult to find a reviewer who did not hold 
such a view. All that has really changed from the comments by JB 
Kilfeather is the acceptance of the social import of Kelly’s stories as 
something to be praised, not the dismissal of their worth as literature.
Examining these blurbs further uncovers another aspect of the 
present-day reception of Maeve Kelly. Rahill’s piece derives from a 
rather local Dublin-based online journal which only started in 2015. 
Other blurbs come from lesser sources, a blogger (David Collard) and 
a YouTube reviewer (Neil Griffiths).10 The quote from The Irish Times 
does help to give substance to the packaging, but it derives from a very 
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short, if very positive, article –only 178 words long. What all this seems 
to tell us is that Tramp Press was unable to engage higher profile figures 
to endorse Maeve Kelly’s book or to secure any other high-profile 
platforms in which to launch the book’s publicity. This is not a criticism 
of Tramp Press. The publisher clearly did all it could, and deserves great 
praise, but it was effectively working against a tide of ingrained critical 
indifference. Simon Workman’s excellent introduction is therefore all 
the more precious, as it may mark a turning-point in critical opinion, 
where critics begin to take Kelly seriously as a writer. Quite a number of 
other current Irish women writers, as I will explain later, have managed 
to garner praise from high-profile names and have had their books 
reviewed positively in major publications, making the muted nature of 
Maeve Kelly’s reception all the more noticeable. Below, however, let us 
look at two positive contemporary reviews.
Review of Orange Horses by Martin Doyle, The Irish Times, 
Sat, Dec 3rd, 2016 (in full)
‘How brilliant that Tramp Press, in their Reclaimed Voices series, 
are reprising the voice of Maeve Kelly and her 1990 collection. 
How absolutely brilliant that those misogynistic, prejudiced days 
are over. A lifelong feminist and activist, Kelly founded the first 
battered wives refuge in Ireland. As well as being mother, farmer’s 
wife, qualified nurse and most recently a published poet, Kelly was, 
and is, uniquely placed to write from the woman’s perspective in 
the days when half the population drank the wages on Friday then 
staggered home to beat up their wives. Initially the big reviewers 
were snooty; this was “woman’s stuff”, Kelly was “piling on” 
the agony. In truth Kelly is wonderful at moving from the savage 
viscerality of traveller misogyny and violence in the titular story, to 
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the delicate, devastating build of The Last Campaign as farmer and 
wife digest the loss of their beloved herd. Not all the stories are 
entirely successful but all of them are authentic palimpsests, from 
our very recent, brutal past. Simon Workman, currently preparing a 
biography, provides an excellent introduction.’ 11
Clearly the writer of this piece is reacting against the very poor 
treatment meted out to Kelly over the years, even if there is still more 
emphasis on Kelly’s exposure of Ireland’s patriarchal failings than 
on the literary success of the stories: ‘Not all the stories are entirely 
successful…’ Post-publication, on November 21, 2016, The Irish 
Independent also published an extremely positive piece about Orange 
Horses, part of which is quoted here. This review takes up the baton 
carried by Workman, as we see Kelly’s stories admired for their literary 
worth [partial quotation below]: 
‘In his introduction to the new edition, Simon Workman had 
described how, in the book’s reviews first time around, critics had 
waived away Kelly’s nuanced treatment of marginalised women, 
by saying she “does pile it on”. To further underscore Simon’s 
point that this was reductive and plain wrong, Sinead [Sinead 
Gleeson, broadcaster and writer] read the opening lines from the 
title story [at the Dublin Book Festival]: “Elsie Martin’s husband 
beat her unconscious because she called him twice for dinner while 
he was talking to his brother. To be fair, she did not simply call 
him. She blew the horn of the Hiace van to summon him.” Later 
in the pub, a friend said to me: “Raymond Carver would kill for 
an opening line like that.” That’s more like it. Why isn’t that the 
received wisdom around this exceptional writer? It’s hard to know 
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for sure, but could dismissive reviews like the ones mentioned in 
Simon’s introduction have undermined the ability of this book to 
reach a wider readership?’ 12
The answer to this reviewer’s question is obviously yes. There is 
a pattern of dismissive and inaccurate comments about the literary 
worthiness of Maeve Kelly’s work over the span of many years. Online, 
i.e. not visiting physical libraries and checking through old, or pre-
digital age, paper newspapers or journals, I have found it difficult to 
adequately research the reception of Kelly’s debut work in 1976 and am 
indebted to Simon Workman’s introduction to the Tramp Press edition 
and to the two academic articles on Maeve Kelly listed below. Perhaps 
Maeve Kelly’s conspicuously low profile is eloquent enough, sufficient 
indicator of a largely negative reception by the critics and the press at 
respective times of publication.
There is, however, some small hope that finally her stories will be 
afforded more of the attention they deserve, even if the story behind the 
reviews decorating her book do not inspire confidence in the critical 
community at large. Of course, the manner in which publicity works 
is now very different to before: that a blogger and a YouTube reviewer 
are among those endorsing Orange Horses may be an indication of 
frustration with the more traditional outlets, but it is also a sign of the 
times. The book garners good publicity through the online Goodreads 
book review and rating site and on Twitter, which often has links to blog 
reviews. Outlets like these are gaining greater acceptance as monitors 
of what is or isn’t interesting, and of course, fewer and fewer people are 
buying newspapers. Furthermore, the success of the publishing company 
itself, Tramp Press, with a string of well-received books, guarantees that 
any book they release will attract the attention of serious readers and, 
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importantly, academics.
Up until now, academics and anthologizers have not afforded 
Maeve Kelly much attention. Having been left out of many important 
anthologies, and ignored by most academics, her work has suffered a 
measure of erasure from Irish cultural consciousness. Representation, or 
lack thereof, is listed below:
Maeve Kelly’s work represented in the following anthologies:
(a) Some stories in ‘New Irish Writing’, in The Irish Press, the first appearing 
in 1971
(b) ‘Orange Horses’ in Wildish things: an anthology of new Irish women’s 
writing, ed. Ailbhe Smyth, Attic Press, 1989
(c) ‘Amnesty’ in Territories of the Voice: Contemporary Stories by Irish Women 
Writers, eds. Louise Desalvo, Kathleen Walsh D’Arcy, Katherine Hogan, 
Beacon Press, 1989. (Green and Mortal Sound: Short Fiction by Irish 
Women Writers is a 2001 reprint) 
(d) ‘Orange Horses’ in The Vintage Book of Contemporary Irish Fiction, ed. 
Dermot Bolger, Vintage, 1995.
(e) ‘Journey Home’ in Cutting the Night in Two: Short Stories by Irish Women 
Writers, eds. Evelyn Conlon & Hans Christian Oeser, New Island Books, 
2002
(f) The Field Day Anthology of Literature Vol.V: Irish Women’s Writing and 
Traditions, ed. Angela Bourke, NYU Press, 2002, Vol. V p.1230 standard 
listing, incl. short bio & list of publications; pp.1155-60 -excerpt from 
Necessary Treasons (her 1985 novel) 
Maeve Kelly’s work conspicuously absent from the following 
anthologies: 
(a) Irish Women Writers: An A-to-Z Guide, Alexander G. Gonzalez, Greenwood 
Publishing Group, 2006 
(b) Silver Threads of Hope: Short Stories in Aid of Console, ed. Sinead 
Gleeson, New Island Books, 2012 
(c) The Long Gaze Back: An Anthology of Irish Women Writers, Sinead 
Gleeson, New Island Books, 2016
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(d) Irish Women Writers in The Irish Times (On-going series of portraits of 
Irish women writers, maybe started in 2015; each section entitled ‘In praise 
of … ’)     https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/women-writers
Maeve Kelly’s work not mentioned, or only very passingly, in the 
following critical books & studies:
(a) Irish Women Writers Speak Out: Voices from the Field (Irish Studies), eds. 
Caitriona Moloney & Helen Thompson, Syracuse University Press, 2003. 
(Mentioned in passing only in Introduction, p.8.)
(b) Irish Women Writers: New Critical Perspectives, Reimagining Ireland, 
Vol.40. eds. Elke D’hoker, Raphaël Ingelbien and Hedwig Schwall, Peter 
Lang, 2011. (No mention of Kelly or her works.)
(c) British and Irish Women Writers and the Women’s Movement: Six Literary 
Voices of Their Times, Franks, Jill, McFarland Press, 2013. (No mention of 
Maeve Kelly, despite her pioneering activism.)
(d) The Country of the Young: Interpretations of Youth in Irish Culture, eds. 
John Countryman & Kelly Matthews, Four Courts Press, 2013. (No mention 
of Kelly’s stories, even though many concern children.)
(e) ‘The Female Writer in Short Stories by Irish Women’, Ingman, Heather, in 
Reimagining Ireland: The Irish Short Story, Traditions and Trends, Vol.63, 
eds. Elke D’hoker & Stephanie Eggermont, Peter Lang, 2015. (Short 
discussion of Kelly’s story ‘The Sentimentalist’, pp.267-8.)
(f) Irish Women Writers and the Modern Short Story, Elke D’hoker, Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2016. (Only one brief mention, p.178.)
(g) ‘A Life of Their Own: Women’s Mid-life Quest in Contemporary Irish 
Women’s Short Stories’, Ann Wan-lih Chang, Estudios Irlandeses, Number 
11, 2016, pp. 33-44. (This paper borrows its title from Kelly’s story, which 
the author calls ‘iconic’, but focuses on other, newer writers.)
(h) After Ireland, Kiberd, Declan, Head of Zeus Press, 2017. (No mention of 
Kelly or her works.)
(i) A History of Modern Irish Women’s Literature, eds. Heather Ingman, Clíona 
Ó Gallchoir, Cambridge University Press, 2018. (No mention of Kelly or 
her works.)
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Academic papers and studies specifically on Maeve Kelly:
(a) ‘Maeve Kelly and new Irish women writing’, Marie Kane, Women’s Studies 
International Forum, Vol. 5, Issue 5, 1982, pp.393-400 
(b) Changing Ireland: Strategies in Contemporary Women’s Fiction, Christine 
St Peter, Macmillan Press, 2000. Study of Florrie’s Girls in Chapter Two, 
pp.32-39; study of Necessary Treasons, Chapter Seven, pp.163-169.
(c) ‘A “New Irish Woman” Emerges: Subverting Femininity in Maeve Kelly’s 
A Life of her Own’, Ángela Rivera Izquierdo, Estudios Irlandeses, Number 
12, 2017, pp.104-114
Being passed over or under-represented is an experience common 
to all Irish women writers, as mainstream literature has always been 
dominated by male writers, in Ireland and elsewhere. Maeve Kelly’s 
experience is far from unique. Anthologizers agonize over who to 
choose, and in the case of Irish women writers, they have a huge well 
to draw from, given the backlog created by the historical neglect of 
so many. No doubt data on another female writer could be produced 
to show a similar lack of attention. Even so, the above data on Maeve 
Kelly’s treatment at the hands of the anthologizers and critics is quite 
sobering, and all the more so for those who regard her highly. She 
seems to have suffered a certain neglect, having been left out of some 
major anthologies and side-lined or completely ignored by major 
academic studies and books. Consequently, her works have been quietly 
eroded from whatever impact they might have had on Irish cultural 
consciousness.13
An example of this erosion from Irish cultural consciousness 
might be found in Declan Kiberd’s recent study of another Irish female 
writer’s work.14 The story of Claire Keegan’s Foster is not terribly 
different from the story of Maeve Kelly’s ‘A Life of Her Own’, labelled 
by one critic, mentioned above, see (g), as ‘iconic’. Both stories concern 
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a child’s summer sojourn with a kindly aunt and uncle. Kiberd is 
famously knowledgeable, even encyclopaedic, about Irish literature and 
often makes it a point to find connections and allusions between various 
texts. This approach helps him to write books like Inventing Ireland and 
his latest, After Ireland, where he can delineate the patterns of literary 
history and illustrate the persistence of themes within traditions. In 
Inventing Ireland he dedicates a whole chapter to women’s literature 
and successfully explains the social history of an Ireland which sought 
to suppress the rights of women and inhibit their self-expression.15 
So, while his introductory comments about the possible ancient folk 
origins of Keegan’s Foster are interesting, his failure to mention Kelly’s 
‘iconic’ and considerably more recent story as an analogue to Foster 
either indicates the critic’s lack of acquaintance (unlikely) or his lack of 
appreciation for Kelly’s work (more likely).
In ‘A Life of Her Own’, the child visits her aunt and uncle every 
summer; in Foster, the child is brought to her aunt and uncle, the 
Kinsellas, only this one time, as her mother needs some relief from the 
burden of childrearing and housekeeping as she prepares to give birth 
to another baby. In both cases, the child feels a sense of joy to be there, 
in this special, if temporary, place. In the case of Foster, this sense of 
joy seems more like a feeling of relief, as life with the Kinsellas is so 
much more relaxing, and so much more loving and enriching, than her 
usual family life. This sense of contrast becomes a major part of the 
experience of the narrative, and feeds into what readers often look for 
in any literary narrative, character development. Kiberd doesn’t give 
any final definition of what that could be, but he does suggest that the 
girl has grown in terms of independence of mind, due to good nurturing, 
or fostering, and that her experience with this loving couple can only 
have a good outcome for the future.16 The narrative therefore is quite 
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uncomplicated in terms of development, and the basic precepts of the 
story similarly simple: a girl from a large family who likely suffers from 
a lack of attention and affection –her father is pictured as not particularly 
affectionate– has a very positive experience with an alternative family, 
an experience which will likely produce positive results in the future. 
The character development and literary approach in Maeve Kelly’s 
story, however, is a much more involved, and, I would suggest, much 
more interesting on a literary level.
The girl in ‘A Life of Her Own’ loves her Aunt Brigid and always 
looks forward to her annual summer sojourn. This year, however, there 
is a spanner in the works: Brigid has plans to marry, before her middle-
age turns into old age. Uncle Jack, we learn, is not Aunt Brigid’s 
husband but rather her brother. He is possessive of her and not happy at 
all about her plans to leave the house, having become dependent on her. 
Brigid desperately hopes to have a family of her own, a life of her own, 
and a child of her own, and she does eventually get her wish. A writer 
simply concerned to avert the reader about the plight of similar middle-
age women in Ireland, those who have often thrown their life away in 
obligations to family, would be satisfied to keep the focus on the aunt 
and her escape. Kelly, however, makes the girl, or rather the grown-up 
woman looking back, the focus, as first-person narrator. Attention falls 
on the girl’s immature, even tragic, emotional reaction to her aunt’s 
decision. For having spoiled her sense of a special summer paradise, the 
girl unreasonably turns against her aunt, and her love turns to bitterness. 
A lesser writer would have made Uncle Jack carry the burden of blame 
for attempting to inhibit Brigid’s life and happiness. By making the girl-
narrator complicit with Jack in terms of emotional selfishness, the author 
delivers a much harsher picture of the kinds of emotional blackmail 
inherent in Irish life for women such as Brigid: even a child can put 
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pressure on a woman to conform or accept social oppression. In terms 
of literary richness, in terms of characterization, in terms of emotional 
complexity, and in terms of how much the story can reveal usually 
hidden aspects of Ireland, Maeve Kelly’s exploration of a sequence from 
a child’s life is superior to Keegan’s Foster.
Two other stories in Orange Horses share similarities with another 
Keegan story. As far as I can uncover, these analogues have never 
been mentioned by other critics. ‘Journey Home’ and ‘The False God’ 
are clearly analogues for Keegan’s ‘Sisters’, from her Antarctica. The 
common thread is the idea of one person, or more, holding the fort of the 
familial home in Ireland while a family member, or more, who has been 
living abroad now comes back to claim ownership or part-ownership. 
In all three stories, the Ireland-dwelling family member or members 
manage to ultimately upstage or shame the would-be usurper. From 
my plain reader’s experience of all three, Keegan’s story is the weakest 
in terms of how the Ireland-dwelling family member communicates 
disgruntlement –Betty’s attack on her sister Louisa in the final moments 
of the story, violently cutting off Louisa’s hair with scissors, strikes an 
implausible, theatrical, and melodramatic note. It contrasts unfavourably 
with the ending of Kelly’s ‘The False God’, in which the four sisters 
who have worked tirelessly to maintain the farm confront their brother 
Tom and quietly reveal to him the misery occasioned by him being given 
the opportunity, at their expense, to make a life for himself in America. 
It is a scene which is as darkly comical to the reader as it is intensely 
mortifying to Tom, as he comes to learn the terrible realities created by 
male preferment, a common situation in any patriarchal society. Kelly’s 
‘Journey Home’ also employs humour, if of a deliciously wicked nature: 
Ireland-dwelling, farm-maintaining Maura drives her brother and his 
family from their port of entry to her home at high speed and does her 
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best to come across as mad, bad and extremely dangerous. The story 
cleverly weaves in a theme about Irish-English relations, as her brother 
lives in England and, to Maura’s horror, has assimilated to English 
life. Maura consciously exploits the ancient English stereotype of the 
Irish, doing her best to scare them off with her adoption of what can 
only be called a wild Celtic persona. In both stories, Maeve Kelly is 
clearly advertising a common issue, as Keegan is, but she does so with 
great panache, verve and imagination in both. Keegan’s story has many 
strengths, abundant detail and a measured pace, but its narrative seems 
ultimately less engaging, less striking, and less convincing than Kelly’s.
Maeve Kelly’s place in Irish letters is at present uncertain. She is 
still being excluded from major anthologies and studies. In contrast, a 
writer like Claire Keegan is being hailed by a large number of critics 
and writer-reviewers as a ground-breaking literary phenomenon, with 
comparisons to Joyce and Chekhov being bandied about.17 By the time 
of her second collection of short stories, Walk the Blue Fields in 2007, 
a mere eight years after her debut, she was declared by Colm Tóibín as 
a ‘canonical presence in Irish fiction.’ 18 Maeve Kelly has been writing 
since the early 1970s, winning the Hennessy Literary Award in 1972, 
and publishing many more books than Keegan, but her ‘canonical 
presence’ has never been announced by anyone. The 2016 Tramp Press 
re-release of her Orange Horses allows Maeve Kelly a step back into 
the heady world of literary recognition. It is a propitious time for Irish 
female writers, even something of a Golden Era, standing in great 
contrast to days of yore. The kind of praise heaped upon Keegan is 
heaped upon others, too. Yet, as with Keegan, I wonder if the praise is 
always earned, or the comments accurate.
Literature is not a precise science; what books become successful 
is never guaranteed based upon even the most agreed-upon principles 
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of good literature. Critical opinion on any particular writer or book 
usually accumulates over years, even generations, making the criticism 
of now-living contemporary writers always a fraught business. At 
the very least, however, a critic must attempt to provide good textual 
evidence to illustrate why a piece of writing is worthy in some way, 
whether or not it will stand the test of time. This is not necessarily how 
things work, however. If a writer can accumulate enough good reviews, 
and the publisher gather enough big names to write nice things, and 
the book can win an award or two, then that book may become lodged 
in the cultural consciousness of the day. Academics will then enter the 
scene and analyze, or use what seems to be an analytical approach, 
highlighting aspects they like and de-emphasizing aspects they don’t, 
to bolster that book’s presence in the cultural ethos of the time.19 This 
is what has happened to Claire Keegan and what has not happened to 
Maeve Kelly. Other writers of lesser talent than Maeve Kelly are also 
showered with a praise which, for some readers, myself included, defies 
comprehension, Lisa McInerney and Eimear McBride to name but two.
What Maeve Kelly brings to Irish literature is something 
which is truly worthy of praise and attention. The kind of stream-of-
consciousness writing we see in Eimear McBride’s 2015 novel A Girl is 
a Half-Formed Thing may be seen as experimental and even Joycean by 
some, including McBride herself, but it pales in comparison to Maeve 
Kelly’s ‘Morning at my Window’.20 Kelly’s early 1970s story immerses 
the reader in the heady world of nursing (and post-WWII London 
nursing by immigrant Irish women and others) by employing a narrative 
approach which throws in direct speech from various quarters as part 
of the narration and throws away all of the usual narrative guides to 
help the reader. Kelly’s approach captures the immediacy of the nursing 
experience by bringing us inside the mind of the nurse at the centre 
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of it all, obviously drawing on her personal experience.21 Yet, while it 
seems like a harrowing experience for her, the wit and humour of the 
piece transform it into something of a rollercoaster ride for the reader. 
Eimear McBride’s narrative is book-length and contains very little 
humour, making the experience harrowing and, for this reader at least, 
unengaging and ponderous. Her sentences are broken, reflecting the 
internal thoughts of the protagonists, but not in a way which is rich or 
layered, or in any way fun. Kelly’s story is the more Joycean of the two 
narratives, and much more of a joyful reading experience.22
As for Lisa McInerney’s 2017 novel The Glorious Heresies, the 
cover is adorned with the kind of attention Orange Horses should have 
received: Gold award winner badge, with gold laurels on the back 
displaying ‘Winner of the Bailey’s Women’s Prize for Fiction’, also 
gold laurels announcing ‘Winner of the Desmond Elliott Prize for Debut 
Fiction’, with glowing praise in blurbs from The Financial Times (‘Rich, 
touching, hilarious’), The Sunday Times (‘A glorious, fizzing new 
talent’), The Daily Telegraph (‘superbly original, compassionate…’) and 
Glamour (‘Your next must-read is here’). This is the kind of attention 
women writers in Ireland never used to receive. That the climate has 
clearly changed is a good thing. However, as with what the reader may 
find on the inside of Lisa McInerney’s book, if a narrative is unsatisfying 
and deficient, with poorly drawn characters, and a plot which seems to 
meander rather than to go anywhere interesting, it doesn’t make sense 
to praise any book whether it was written by a woman or a man. One 
might even go further and wonder if the wave of positivism on which 
Irish women’s writing is currently riding high is due to an artificial 
over-compensation for past bad behaviour by critics and reviewers. 
The praise for Keegan and others does seem to be conspicuously over-
inflated, and over-hyped.
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Maeve Kelly’s literature is unfairly ignored and side-lined. The 
richness of her contribution has yet to be properly evaluated. The 
Financial Times once used the word ‘unflashy’ to describe her work. 
Might this be a febrile echo of Joyce’s ‘scrupulous meanness’? The 
Times Literary Supplement stated that Kelly ‘writes with assurance… 
and shows a strong feeling for the quirkiness of everyday events’. 
Might this be what it means to damn someone with faint praise? 23 Why 
would Maeve Kelly’s novel Necessary Treasons have such a low impact 
in terms of what it had to say about domestic violence in Ireland and 
Roddy Doyle’s The Woman Who Walked into Doors enjoy such huge 
success? 24 Maeve Kelly’s feminist critique of Irish society is part of her 
literature, maybe even a huge part of her literature, but by focusing on 
that aspect, reviewers and critics have tended to seriously misrepresent 
her work. Maeve Kelly’s literature reveals aspects of Irish society, and 
of course the universal human experience, which have remained hidden 
to most of the population, even until the present day. The abuse of 
women within the domestic sphere is still part and parcel of daily Irish 
life, as the persistence of Adapt, the organization which Kelly helped to 
establish in Limerick, proves.25 Kelly makes it clear that the problem is 
not a simple one, one of men bashing women, but rather involves the 
complicity of the state, and the psychological acceptance, to a degree, 
by the very victims of the violence. The complexity and depth of this 
problem is reflected in the depth and complexity of her writing over the 
years. Her mission, to wake people up to the iniquities of such aspects 
of society, is no less literary than Joyce’s was a hundred years ago, 
when he wrote his seminal Dubliners, concerned about the spiritual 
and intellectual paralysis of the people he saw around him. Yet, that 
her efforts have been largely ignored was something she herself saw as 
likely to happen, knowing all too well what she was up against. With 
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that, I will leave the reader with a pertinent passage from Necessary 
Treasons, in which the heroine, Eve, contemplates the lot of women in 
Ireland, and the fate of women writers.
‘…she could not account for the irritation she had recently felt 
on reading a review of a woman’s collection of poetry which the 
reviewer described as verse, the work of a minor poet -too self-
absorbed, as was the work of so many women. Only two weeks 
earlier another critic had described a woman’s first novel as lacking 
the obsessive voice. The weight of prejudice against women 
seemed at times beyond endurance, yet it was difficult to pin down 
and classify. Infuriating instances cropped up constantly. It would 
take a heroine of extraordinary stature to chart them and decode 
them and emerge emotionally unscathed at the end. She read the 
poems the critic had dismissed, and the same night, by coincidence, 
read a psalm when she went to the Bible for comfort. The psalm 
and the poem could have been written by the same hand.’ (p.188)
Notes:-
1) Before that, Maeve O’Brien Kelly, as she called herself then, received the 
Hennessy Literary Award in 1972, which was adjudicated by Brian Friel 
and James Plunkett. It’s an award which spotlights emerging writers, and 
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was only started the previous year. She also published stories in ‘New Irish 
Writing’ in The Irish Press.
2) Other titles in the series: (1) A Struggle for Fame, by Charlotte Riddell 
(1832-1906), and (2) The Uninvited, and (4) The Unforeseen, by Dorothy 
Macardle (1889-1958). Orange Horses is the third title.
3) See ‘A “New Irish Woman” Emerges: Subverting Femininity in Maeve 
Kelly’s A Life of her Own’, Ángela Rivera Izquierdo, Estudios Irlandeses, 
Number 12, 2017, pp.104-114. Quote from p.106.
4) See Orange Horses, Maeve Kelly, Tramp Press, 2016, Introduction, pp.v-
xx, quote from p.vi.
5) Original source: A review of two books: “The End of the World and Other 
Stories by Bryan McMahon; A Life of her Own and Other Stories by 
Maeve Kelly”, JB Kilfeather, Fortnight, 142, 1977, pp.13-14.
6) The Field Day Anthology of Literature, Vol.V: Irish Women’s Writing and 
Traditions, ed. Angela Bourke, NYU Press, 2002, p.1155.
7) As Joyce wrote in a letter to Grant Richards in June 1906. See also 
“Dubliners: Women in Irish Society”, by Florence L. Walzl, in Women in 
Joyce, Suzette A. Henke, Elaine Unkeless, University of Illinois Press, 
1982. Excellent analysis of the depiction of women in Joyce’s stories.
8) See review entitled The Good Mother, NYT Review of Books, April 28, 
1996. https://www.nytimes.com/1996/04/28/books/the-good-mother.html 
Accessed November 28.
9) See https://dublininquirer.com/2017/01/11/orange-horses-reviewed 
Accessed November 26, 2018
10) For David Collard on Twitter:  https://twitter.com/search?src=typd&q= 
david%20collard  For Neil Griffith on Orange Horses, see https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=nzaCkA3uy4E  Both accessed November 27
11) See https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/orange-horses-by-maeve-
kelly-1.2875760   Accessed November 26, 2018  It may be noted that 
Simon Workman also published a piece in The Irish Times, Nov 15, 2016, 
entitled ‘Maeve Kelly fighting for women and writing about them’, see: 
https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/maeve-kelly-fighting-for-
women-and-writing-about-them-1.2868653  Accessed November 29
12) See https://www.independent.ie/entertainment/books/rediscovering-maeve-
kellys-brave-beautiful-voice-35227357.html  Accessed November 26, 2018
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13) On a personal note, an eminent fellow academic acquaintance who has 
taught a course on contemporary Irish women’s fiction told me he had not 
heard of Maeve Kelly. She is certainly not a household name.
14) Chapter 27, ‘Claire Keegan: Foster’, in After Ireland, Declan Kiberd, Head 
of Zeus Press, 2017, pp.455-467.
15) Chapter 22, ‘Mothers and Daughters’ in Inventing Ireland, Vintage, 1996, 
pp.395-410. 
16) Kiberd makes mention of the ways in which Mr Kinsella nurtures the 
girl, through reading and running; Kiberd suggests she ‘has now grown in 
independence’, p.464.
17) On Keegan’s debut book, Antarctica, The Times Literary Supplement 
invokes comparison with Joyce’s Dubliners. For Walk the Blue Fields, 
her second collection, Colm Tóibín writes that ‘These stories are pure 
magic…’ stating that Keegan is now ‘a canonical presence in Irish fiction’; 
Hilary Mantel talks of ‘Immaculate structure…’ and Anne Enright calls 
them ‘Perfect short stories…’ The English and Creative Writing Dept. of 
the University of Aberdeen describes Claire Keegan as ‘one of the finest 
prose writers in the world, and arguably Ireland’s best living writer of short 
stories.’ Author David Mitchell states that Claire Keegan is ‘as good as 
Chekhov.’ Declan Kiberd has stated that Claire Keegan is ‘a writer already 
touched by greatness.’  (Quotes are easily accessible, taken from reviews or 
found online, and from blurbs on Keegan’s books.)
18) See back cover blurb on Walk the Blue Fields.
19) Kiberd’s essay on Foster is an example. There are a number of narrative 
moments which require greater discussion. His discussion concerning 
the Kinsellas’ decision not to inform their girl visitor about the potential 
dangers near the house is unconvincing. ‘To hide an experience [here, the 
accidental death of their son in a nearby slurry tank] is to imply that it 
carries a load of humiliation, a bad judgement from above. Secrecy in that 
sense may be bad: but the unspoken may betoken sensitivity and reverence. 
Yet, is there any ultimate difference?’ p.461. The girl ultimately has an 
accident at the nearby well, but survives. The role of the Kinsellas in this is 
not adequately addressed in Kiberd’s analysis. 
20) Joyce is mentioned by many reviewers, but also by the author herself. See 
for example: http://www.culturenorthernireland.org/features/literature/
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eimear-mcbride-girl-half-formed-thing ‘I see Joyce as the gatekeeper and 
the person who really pointed the way. He showed me, this is the way 
you need to go, there are themes and parts of life that have never been 
explored. He displayed that certain emotions or ideas are not best explored 
in conventional grammatical language, that a more experimental style does 
justice to this.’ Accessed November 27.
21) See also her 1989 novel Florrie’s Girls. (I read the Blackstaff Press, 1991 
edition). 
22) I have a lifetime of acquaintance with Joyce, as reader and widely 
published critic. Regarding measures of popular opinion, it might be noted 
that McBride’s books garners 100 single-star rating reviews in Goodreads. 
However, there are a total of 7,195, and many rate it highly.
23) It might be noted that these reviews adorn the back cover of Florrie’s Girls 
and are used on Maeve Kelly’s page in the Tramp Press site.
24) It should be noted that Doyle’s novel had a huge advantage in terms of 
publicity, following as it did the immensely successful 1994 RTÉ TV 
drama ‘Family’, which graphically depicted male domestic abuse. 
25) See Adapt’s website: http://www.adaptservices.ie/  Two interesting items 
to note from the headpage of the site: one banner reads: ‘I in 5 women in 
Ireland experience domestic abuse yet it is one of the most under reported 
crimes in Ireland’. At the top of the headpage is a button called ‘Quick 
Escape’: if clicked, this button will swiftly bring the page to the Google 
search page. Clearly, this is designed with the idea that a woman who 
visits the Adapt site may suffer consequences if her abuser sees what she 
is doing. This in 2018. Note that Limerick’s main newspaper has a story 
about Adapt, and Maeve Kelly features in the article and the picture, but 
the newspaper never reviewed Orange Horses. Maeve Kelly has lived 
in Limerick for most of her life. See article https://www.limerickpost.
ie/2014/06/12/adapt-house-rocks-with-40th-year-acheivement/
 Accessed November 27.
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 Short stories:-
A Life of Her Own, and Other Stories, Poolbeg Press, Dublin, 1976
Orange Horses, Michael Joseph, London 1990
Orange Horses, Tramp Press, Dublin, 2016
Novels:-
Necessary Treasons, Michael Joseph, London, 1985.  /  Blackstaff Press, Belfast, 
1991 (edition used here)
Florrie’s Girls, Michael Joseph, London, 1989.  / Blackstaff Press, Belfast, 
1991
Alice in Thunderland: A Feminist Fairytale, Attic Press, Dublin, 1993
Poetry:-
Resolution, Blackstaff Press, 1986  
Lament for Oona: Poems, Astrolabe Press, 2005
A Last Loving: Collected Poems, Arlen House, 2016
